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As you create a new 

chapter in life, you want 

to make it truly special 

and memorable in 

world- class luxury and 

sophistication.  

Celebrate your love the 

way you want it, whether 

it’s an intimate gathering 

or a grandiose event.



your perfect day with an enchanting white dress, 
a majestic ballroom adorned with lavish flowers, 

the romantic music complementing the delightful ambiance, 
your guests are joyfully witnessing a dream come true for you and your man, 

and everyone is taking pleasure with the wide array of the finest cuisines.

Yes, you can have that and so much more.
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magine...



olaire Resort & CasinoS
offers signature wedding packages tailor-made to 

meet all your wedding requirements. 

Choose from Classic Black and White, Sicilian 
Romance, Whimsical, Shanghai Glam and Rustic Chic 

themes to give your dream wedding the glamour 
and timeless elegance it deserves. 
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and Overnight Stay for the Groom in a Deluxe Room* 

pamper yourselves with the 
His and Hers Urban Escape 

Spa Package. 

Before the big day,

Enjoy a Two-Night Stay
for the Bride in a Premiere Suite*

*Inclusive of breakfast for two. 

Inclusions and Highlights



 Use of LCD Projector 
and Screen with 5,200 

ANSI Lumens, 9x12 
in size, Signature 

Guestbook, and Solaire 
Gift Voucher Worth 

5,000.

Our Culinary team will 
customize and create 
masterfully concocted 
dishes with a choice of 
Western menu, buffet 

arrangement or Chinese 
Lauriat for tables of 10 

persons, hosting for 
three hours.

Table Floral 
Arrangement, Cake Table 
and VIP Tables based on 
the theme or your color 
preference, Personalized 
Menu Cards and Place 

Cards for Sit-Down 
Receptions,

Inclusions and Highlights



Luxurious
Bridal Car

Be serenaded by a Live String Quartet 

and have your own 
customized Five 

Layered Wedding 
Fondant Cake and 

champagne for 
toasting too.

Taking you to the 
ceremony venue and back 

to the reception is a

that you can use 
for four hours. 

Inclusions and Highlights



Meanwhile, our creative floral team crafts magnificent floral 
decorations for special occasions of every size. Our wedding team 

is without rival – reliable, attentive and efficient, with the knowledge 
to ensure a hassle-free experience and a memorable celebration.
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When you want your special day 

to be truly unforgettable, 

come to Solaire Resort & Casino.


